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General
Q: Does Loyalty interact with Neutrals in any way?

A:  No. Loyalty only interact with itself, no other rules.

Baratheon Units
BARATHEON WARDENS

Q: Can I expend a Weakened token for Target Opening during the 
same attack it was generated by War Hammer?

A:  No. War Hammer only generates a Weakened token once final die results 
have been generated. By this time it is too late to force any additional re-rolls.

STAG KNIGHTS

Q: If an effect says this unit counts as having additional ranks 
(such as Renly’s Boldness and Courage), how does that interact with 
Unwavering Fury?

A:  Unwavering Fury only checks for the amount of destroyed ranks in the 
unit, not its remaining ranks.

Q: How does Unwavering Fury interact with Last Stand?

A:  The unit has 3 destroyed ranks at the time of the attack.

ROSE KNIGHTS

Q: If I restore multiple Wounds to Rose Knights, does Deadly Bloom 
deal 1 Wound for each Wound restored?

A:  No, Deadly Bloom triggers once per instance of Wounds being restored, 
not per Wound restored.

R’HLLOR FAITHFUL

Q: If I have multiple Faith tokens, can I trigger the “When this unit is 
destroyed...” effect of Heart of Fire multiple times?

A:  Technically yes, but triggering the effect multiple times will still only allow 
a single other R’hllor unit in Long Range to attack, as effects of the same 
name do not stack, eg. multiple instances of Heart of Fire from the same unit/
trigger will not stack with itself.

Q: Could I potentially trigger both Heart of Fire effects from the 
same Attack?

A:  No, the second Heart of Fire effect is triggered when the unit is destroyed, 
the first can only be triggered after an Attack has been fully completed. If the 
unit has been destroyed, it has not survived to reach this step, meaning it is no 
longer on the battlefield to trigger the first effect.

Baratheon NCUs
Alester Florent (LORD OF BRIGHTWATER)

Q: Does Alester gain the effect of the second zone if he moves/
switches?

A: No, he is not claiming the zone.

Olenna Tyrell (QUEEN OF THORNS)

Q: If Olenna causes an NCU that has Influenced a unit to lose all 
Abilities, what happens?

A: That NCU loses all Abilities, eg. will have no effect on the unit it is 
Influencing. It is important to note, however, that the unit is still being 
Influenced by the NCU (important for Influence limits). Also remember that, 
regardless of any other effects, Influences are always removed at the end of 
the Round.

Melisandre (THE RED WOMAN)

Q: How does Melisandre interact with Varys (or similar effects that 
trigger on an NCU Activating?

A: Both effects trigger when the NCU Activates, creating a case of 
Similtanious Actions. In most cases, this means Melisandre’s Ability will 
resolve first, before Varys’ chooses to cancel the Ability of the NCU or the 
zone, as it will typically be her owner’s turn.  
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Baratheon Attachments
STANNIS BARATHEON (THE RIGHTFUL HEIR)

Q: If Stannis’ Unyielding Ability is temporarily cancelled, and the 
unit gains Condition tokens during that time, can they be expended  
by my opponent?

A: Yes, Unyielding says the unit cannot gain Condition tokens, not that they 
cannot be expended from the unit.

BRIENNE (THE BLUE)

Q: How does Renly’s Protector interact with cards like Counter 
Charge?

A: Renly’s Protector is not an Order or Tactics card, and thus does not 
interfere with playing Counter Charge. In this event, since both effects are 
controlled by one player, they determine the order in which they resolve.

Q: Follow-up. What happens if I play Counter Charge on Brienne’s 
unit?

A: As both effects are controlled by the same player, they will choose the order 
in which they resolve. Meaning they could resolve Counter Charge, allowing 
Brienne’s unit to Charge and, once that has been fully resolved, resolve Renly’s 
Protector, allowing them to perform a Melee Attack. Conversely, they could 
choose the reverse order as well, which would result in Counter Charge being 
unable to resolve as the unit can no longer perform a Charge Action (as it 
would be engaged at that point). This is not advised.

RED PRIESTESS

Q: Which dice are being referenced by “re-roll all dice”?

A: All dice from the Morale Test.

Baratheon Tactic Cards
STAG’S RESILIENCE

Q: Is the number of Wounds suffered by the enemy based on the 
result of the D3 roll, or the amount of Wounds restored by the unit?

A: It is based on the number of Wounds restored by the unit.

OATH OF DUTY (Stannis Baratheon, The Rightful Heir)

Q: Do multiple instances of this card stack if on the same unit?

A: No, effects with the same name never stack.

TACTICAL APPROACH (Stannis Baratheon, The Rightful 
Heir)

Q: Do multiple instances of this card stack if on the same unit?

A: No, effects with the same name never stack.

WILL OF THE ONE TRUE KING (Stannis Baratheon, The 
Rightful Heir)

Q: Can I target the same unit with each of these effects?

A: Yes.

LOVED BY THE SMALLFOLK (Loras Tyrell, The Knight 
of Flowers)

Q: How long does this effect last?

A: Until the end of the Turn.

IN HIS BROTHER’S SHADOW (Renly Baratheon, Lord 
Paramount)

Q: How long does the first effect last?

A: Until the end of the Turn.
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